Installation
1. Peel-off paper on glue side of waterproof metal tape (in envelope) with tweezers
2. Place ring around meter
3. Make sure tape nor ring touch any part of the meter
Testing Protocols
1. Place bottle of juice or wine
with small cups (plastic, glass,
metal OK) 20 feet outside the
structure and 100 feet beyond any
Smart Meter. Do not put ring
around electric meter.
2. Place desk lamp or any
directional lamp at the opposite
end of house or dwelling where
the electric meter is located. (see
illustration)
3. Pour samples of liquid in cups and place under lamp for one minute.
4. Return to outside of house or office with cups of liquid samples.
5. Pour additional cups and compare smell and taste of liquids exposed and not
exposed to lamp. (Hint - all liquids should smell and taste the same)
6. Dispose of all cups.
7. Place ring around electric meter with ONE piece of tape.
8. Pour cups of liquid outside and place under lamp inside for one minute.
9. Return to outside of house or office with cups of liquid samples.
10. Pour additional cups and compare smell and taste of liquids exposed and not
exposed to lamp.
11. Do liquids that were under lamp with ring around electric meter smell and taste
smoother with no after-bite as compared to liquids from the same bottle but not
placed under lamp inside the house?
12. Remove ring around electric meter and repeat smell and taste. Do the liquids
smell and taste the same?
13. Place ring around electric meter with TWO pieces of waterproof metal tape while
making sure ring nor tape touch any part of meter.
14. To generate empirical results, use test subjects that know nothing about the
placement of the ring around the electric meter.
Clamps, screws or hoops that permanently mount the Meter Ring around the electric
meter for security and theft prevention on the wall will not impact the Tri-Vortex
Technology energies whatsoever.

How Does The Ring Work?
The Tri-Vortex Technology balancing energies in the ring ride on top of the electricity
and microwave emitted via your electric meter. When the electromagnetic and
microwave fields encounter a human, animal or plant cell, the Tri-Vortex Technology
energies override and dominate any negative aspects of the electromagnetic and
microwave fields. At the same time the neutralization occurs, you body is bathed in the
energies of the unique Tri-Vibes while simply being and living in your home or office.
The Tri-Vortex Technology energies DO NOT interfere with any normal functions
related to the flow of electricity throughout your house or office nor do they interfere with
the microwave signals emitted from a Smart Meter. The Tri-Vortex Technology
energies DO NOT have a positive nor negative impact on the fees or rates levied by any
utility company.
The field of the one-watt microwave emitted by a Smart Meter is approximately 100 feet
in diameter. Tests indicate that if your neighbor's Smart Meters are less than 100 feet,
your treated Tri-Vibes microwave overrides and dominates all other microwaves.
However, for your neighbors health and well being, please consider introducing them to
the one-of-a-kind Tri-Vortex Technology Meter Ring to neutralize the microwave fields
emitted into their home or office. Three Meter Rings - $499.00

